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ABSTRACT
China has seen extraordinary economic growth for the last two decades, coupled with a
booming housing market. Several years following the 2008 financial crisis, however, the
international community began to scrutinize the Chinese property market for fear of a housing
bubble – the specter of the U.S. housing crisis was still salient. This thesis therefore explores the
condition of the current Chinese real estate market by first examining the various causes that
drove the rapid rise in property prices, both on the demand-side and supply-side for housing.
Second, it investigates whether a bubble exists in the current state of housing prices in Beijing
and Shanghai using fundamental analysis of matched pairs of property-level sales and rental
price data. The data reveal a bubble in both housing markets, although to differing degrees – the
Beijing housing market appears much more frothy than the Shanghai market. The paper then
concludes with a discussion of the potential consequences of a housing price collapse based on
the results of the bubble analysis.
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Introduction
In the aftermath of the 2008 global financial crisis, the Chinese government introduced a
4 trillion RMB (586 billion USD) stimulus package to help restore growth in its economy. As the
economy recovered, however, China’s debt ballooned from 171% of GDP in 2008 to 299% of
GDP by 2018 – rapid economic recovery and growth had occurred at the cost of incurring the
country a massive amount of government-funded domestic debt.1 This development is largely
fueled by the real estate sector, unregulated shadow banking and local Chinese government
debt.2
In recent years, over a quarter of China’s GDP has been tied to the property and
construction sectors.3 This relationship has important consequences – if the property market is in
fact overheated, a collapse in real-estate prices can trigger an economic crisis in not only China
but around the world. China is the largest trading country in the world with combined exports
and imports worth $4.3 trillion, and is currently the top trading partner for 16 Asian countries,
which means a potential property market-induced economic crisis in China would have farreaching consequences for the health of the global economy.4,5 This thesis therefore examines
China’s property boom, specifically by contextualizing the rapid rise in housing prices observed
in the Chinese property market over the last two decades and using fundamental analysis of
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property prices in Beijing and Shanghai to determine whether and to what extent China’s largest
housing markets are overheated.
As defined by Smith and Smith (2006), a housing bubble occurs when housing market
prices rise substantially above their fundamental values. The fundamental value of a home can be
understood as the earnings capacity of an asset, or the present value of the asset’s expected future
cash flow. For real estate assets, cash flow is implicit – if a person buys a home to live in, the
anticipated future cash flows from purchasing this home is the rent the person would have
otherwise had to pay, net of home ownership expenses. However, this assumes buying and
renting are perfect substitutes when there are several different considerations involved. For
instance, renting is a better option for younger people who are still unsure of where to settle
down, and buying is more attractive for those that want to start or already have a family.
While differences do exist between buying and renting, Smith and Smith explain that
they are close enough substitutes if location, size, property age, and other physical attributes are
controlled for. Moreover, most of these differences tend to result in an underestimation of the
value of home ownership. For example, home owners have more flexibility than do renters in
tailoring their homes to their liking with renovations. Thus overall, even with these variations in
preference, buying and renting homes are similar enough for the purpose of fundamental
analysis. As such, data on sales price and rental price of nearly identical properties can be used to
find whether current market prices of homes are above or below fundamental values.6
An understanding of the current level of China’s property prices, especially in the largest
cities where bubbles are most likely to occur, will help China and the rest of the world decide
whether the nation’s real estate sector should be a serious matter of concern. There are many that
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find the current state of the Chinese real estate market extremely worrying, and point to the rapid
growth in property prices as a sign of a housing bubble. From 2003 to 2013, China’s largest
cities – Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou and Shenzhen – experienced real property price growth of
13.1% annually. These four major cities are commonly categorized as first-tier cities. China’s
real estate market also includes second-, third- and fourth-tier cities. Tier two includes most of
the country’s provincial cities, and tiers three and four include the remaining medium and small
cities. Over the same period, China’s second-tier and third-tier cities experienced real price
growth of 10.5% and 7.9%, respectively.7 In addition to the rapid rise in property prices, growing
bad credit exacerbated by unregulated shadow banking and a cooling economy in recent years
has also contributed to the speculation about a real estate bubble that could collapse. As such,
some observers, such as Chinese billionaire and real estate magnate Wang Jianlin, warn that
Chinese real estate is the “biggest bubble in history.”8
On the flipside, there are people who view these worries as far overblown, arguing that
many are observing China’s housing price growth out of context. Chen and Wen (2017) offer an
interesting perspective on the Chinese housing market – while it exhibits frothy behavior, it is
only problematic under certain circumstances. The authors argue that China’s housing boom and
its bubble-like characteristics are natural given the rapid expansion, industrialization and
urbanization of the economy; rational expected future demand for property inevitably causes
people to speculate in the market. The problem only arises when economic growth slows but
future expectations for price growth continue to remain high.9 Others highlight the significant
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growth in disposable incomes that has accompanied the rise in property prices, which makes the
observed increase in prices not quite as striking.10
Lastly, the nature of China’s housing boom is very different from that of the U.S.
preceding the housing market collapse in 2008. The primary cause of the American housing
bubble crash involved lax mortgage lending standards, low interest rates and extremely low
down payment requirements. Prior to the housing collapse, the 1995 Community Reinvestment
Act, meant to encourage banks to lend more to low-income households to boost home
ownership, caused many banks to lower their mortgage lending standards in order to meet the
requirements of the Act.11 Consequently, subprime lending surged and by 2008 just before the
crisis, more than half of all mortgages in the U.S. were subprime and had down payments of near
zero percent.12 China’s housing market does not face the same issue; there are much stricter
mortgage lending standards and down payment requirements – a 30 percent down payment is
required for the purchase of a first home and a 60 percent down payment is required for any
subsequent home purchases.13
As there still exists many divergent opinions on the condition of the Chinese property
market, this paper contributes to the literature by conducting a fundamental analysis of current
housing prices in two major Chinese housing markets Beijing and Shanghai to determine the
severity of the housing boom. First, to understand the causes and consequences of the rapid
growth in property prices, both demand and supply side factors in the real estate markets are
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analyzed, which include China’s financial system, political structures, culture of homeownership
and history of property rights. Next, pair-matched property-level sales and rental price data from
Beijing and Shanghai are used to investigate whether a bubble exists in the current state of
housing prices, and if so, whether it is a bubble on the verge of collapse or an overheated but
manageable market. The paper then concludes with a discussion of the potential consequences of
the increase in housing prices based on the results of the bubble analysis and the special features
of the Chinese context.

Demand-side Factors Driving the Rapid Growth in Property Prices
Privatization of the Chinese Property Market in 1998
China’s transition from a centrally planned, state employer-provided housing
economy to a liberalized housing market in 1998 marked one of two key market transformations
in China’s history; the other was the development of the stock market since 1990. Prior to the
housing market transition, China did not have a housing market, meaning the government and
state-owned entities provided accommodation for the Chinese people and there was no buying,
selling and renting homes between households. However, the Chinese State Council decided in
1998 to privatize the property market because development of housing was increasingly
deteriorating under state control.14 This transformation was also an effort to establish the sector
as a new means for economic growth in the aftermath of the 1997 Asian Financial Crisis.15 This
constitutional amendment set forth a wave of state firms selling homes at highly discounted
prices to their employees, followed by a surge in housing construction as private demand for
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housing leaped.16 Those who bought homes at a steep discount during the initial years of the
newly privatized housing market were particularly fortunate – as prices rose rapidly, they were
able to resell their homes at much higher prices and receive large capital gains, allowing them to
upgrade their living standards. From 1998 to 2010, the annual volume of completed private
housing units rose from 140 million square meters to over 610 million.17 As residential housing
construction and prices grew swiftly to meet public demand, the Chinese real estate market has
only boomed since the late 1990s, interrupted by occasional blips in the market.18 Consequently,
the enormous growth of housing prices in the last two decades can partially be attributed to the
privatization of the housing market that only began to develop in the late 1990s.
A Robust and Urbanizing Economy
Since opening up to trade and beginning to adopt free market reforms in the 1980s, China
has sustained an incredible rate of economic expansion, averaging 9.5 percent real annual GDP
growth through 2017. This expansion has helped raise approximately 800 million people out of
poverty, transforming one of the poorest countries to one of the top economic powerhouses in the
world, second only to the United States.19 Combined with a 1.3 billion population and a large
emerging middle class, it comes as less of a surprise that property prices have grown so much
over the last two decades. Furthermore, continued urbanization since the 1980s has substantially
contributed to the housing boom.20 The combination of a massive population, growing
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disposable incomes and rapid rural-urban migration naturally drove greater demand for housing,
especially in more desirable and highly urbanized areas. In the first-tier cities, the total
population rose from 48 million to 70 million from 2004 to 2012 – a 4.8 percent annual growth
compared to the 0.5 percent annual population growth in China over the same period. Total
population in second-tier cities rose 2.1 percent annually, and third-tier cities grew at roughly the
same pace as population growth.21
Lack of Investment Alternatives
In China, real estate is considered a primary vehicle for investment. China’s financial
system is still not quite mature, and there are few accessible and stable means of investment in
the country. Thus, real estate has become one of the best places to invest one’s savings. China’s
stock and bond markets are still relatively volatile, as demonstrated in the recent Chinese stock
market collapse in June 2015, when new credit and speculation pumped up the market by 150
percent in less than a year before a third of the value of A-shares on the Shanghai Stock
Exchange was wiped out within a month.22 Stock market volatility can be attributed to the still
nascent nature of the Chinese stock market, as well as the significantly larger percentage of
individual investors compared to institutional investors in the market. 80 percent of the trading
volume on the Shanghai Stock Exchange are composed of individual investors, whose trading
behavior are generally less informed and more unpredictable.23 In contrast, in the U.S.
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institutional investors account for over 70 percent of the trading volume on the American stock
exchanges.24
Figure 1. U.S. and China Stock Exchange Composite Indexes

Shanghai Stock Exchange Composite Index
Shenzhen Stock Exchange Composite Index

Nasdaq Composite Index
NYSE Composite Index

Source: Yahoo Finance

In addition to greater volatility, the stock market is still poorly regulated and dominated
by state-owned enterprises (SOEs), and offers less attractive returns than the housing market.25
On average, housing market indices across all three tiers of Chinese cities demonstrated more
resiliency through the 2008-2009 global economic crisis and provided greater returns than did
bank deposits and the Chinese stock market.26 Furthermore, while China has slowly liberalized
both its stock exchanges – the Shanghai exchange through the Shanghai-Hong Kong Connect in
2014 and the Shenzhen exchange through the Shenzhen-Hong Kong Connect in 2016, capital
controls are still strict and access to investment opportunities abroad remains limited.27
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Figure 2. Current Deposit Interest Rate in China from 1990 to 2019 (In percent)

Figure 3. Real Interest Rate in China from 1990 to 2016 (In percent)

China’s banking system is largely designed to provide cheap and large amounts of credit
to SOEs rather than meet the needs of the private sector. Over the last decade, the average annual
real interest rate on bank deposits in China has fluctuated around zero, including dipping below
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zero in some periods.28 Figure 2 shows China’s nominal deposit rate has remained at
approximately 0.35 percent since October 2008, with a small rise to 0.50 percent from March
2011 to April 2012. Excluding 2011 and 2012, annual real deposit rates were on average
negative over the last decade. Thus, despite relatively higher down payment and mortgage rates
in China compared to the United States, the Chinese choose to invest in real estate rather than
other investment alternatives because the opportunity cost of putting their savings elsewhere is
much more expensive, on both a volatility and cost-basis.
Strong Culture of Homeownership
In addition to political and economic factors, a strong culture of homeownership among
the Chinese has also contributed to the extraordinary growth of property prices, especially as it
intersects with the new wealth generated by a robust Chinese economy in recent years. Wei,
Zhang and Liu (2017) argue that homeownership status is particularly important to single men
looking for marriage prospects. A considerable sex imbalance has existed in China for several
decades, due largely to an ingrained cultural preference for male children, which the one-child
policy enacted from 1979 to 2015 further exacerbated. One consequence of this sex imbalance is
that homeownership meaningfully boosts a person’s competitiveness in marriage, as it is
perceived as a sign of status. The authors proves this relationship through their study of the
regional differences in the sex ratio of the pre-marriage cohort in relation to the varying strengths
of concern for status.29
Fang, Gu, Xiong, and Zhou (2016) reached a similar conclusion in their analysis of
mortgage data across China. They found that among mortgage borrowers, the fraction of single
28
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men was consistently higher than single women in second- and third-tier cities across the
bottom- and middle-income borrower groups; albeit this relationship was absent in first-tier
cities.30 Furthermore, Yang, Zhang, and Zhou (2013) found that reduced fertility resulting from
China’s one-child policy contributed significantly to the recent rise in household saving. They
also found that larger sex imbalance (skewed towards males) led to higher savings rates.31
Higher savings therefore means greater purchasing power in the real estate market, which in turn
drives up housing demand and consequently prices.
Another important cultural characteristic driving up housing prices in conjunction with
China’s new wealth is the tendency of Chinese parents to provide financial help to their children
in purchasing a home. Compared to the United States, more interdependent relationships exist
between generations of Chinese families, meaning parents often provide for their children much
into their adulthoods, and in old age, parents tend to depend on their children more.32 These
cultural differences is reflected in a study on homeownership rates by the China Household
Finance Survey in 2013 – Chinese households under the age of 35 have a homeownership rate of
55 percent, whereas for American households, that rate is only 37 percent. This statistic appears
even more surprising given that house price-to-income ratio is higher in China than in the United
States.33 As such, the various aspects of homeownership culture in China play a significant role
in the high home prices observed today.
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Strict Housing Regulations
China has numerous regulations surrounding the purchase of property, including the
Hukou system meant to regulate population concentration and high down payment requirements
meant to control for credit risk. The Hukou system in China is a system of provincial
citizenship. This system makes it very difficult for those who hold citizenship outside of the
province they work in to convert their provincial citizenship or buy property in the province they
work in. Additionally, these people lack access to many public goods in the province of their
workplace. The purpose of this restriction is to prevent extremely high rates of rural-urban
migration to the major Chinese cities, especially given China’s enormous population. Since the
number of homes can only increase by so much due to spatial limitations, prices surge instead,
especially in already densely populated, highly urbanized tier-one cities. High down payment
requirements are another example of the Chinese government’s attempt to control the housing
market and reign in speculative behavior. First home purchases require a 30 percent down
payment, and any subsequent home purchases range from 60 percent to 80 percent depending on
the purpose of the home.34 Strict housing regulations like these therefore restrain housing
demand, although this effect is dwarfed by the previous factors that drive up housing demand.

Supply-side Factors Affecting Property Market
While the demand-side for housing has mostly driven up both house prices and quantity,
the supply-side of the Chinese housing market has had mixed effects. Local Chinese
governments’ push for land sales causes an increase in quantity of housing and a decrease in
housing prices, whereas land value appreciation increases housing prices.
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Land Sales to Finance Local Government Spending
The Chinese government is deeply invested in the real estate market because it plays a
major role in economic growth. In China, all land belongs to the state – local governments sell
“land use rights” to property developers, who buy these rights that last for several decades
(typically 70 years). They then construct properties on top of the land and sell them to the public.
Local governments pocket the revenues generated from the sale of land use rights, which
constitutes a very large share of total local government fiscal revenues because China’s tax
system provides few and relatively small channels of fiscal income. Since the central government
requires local governments to achieve periodic revenue targets in order to maintain strong
economic growth, local governments face substantial pressure to extract as much revenue from
their few income channels, even if it entails wasteful production. As land use rights sales are a
major source of local government fiscal incomes, the consequential oversupply of housing,
especially in less developed Chinese cities, comes as no surprise. The widely-reported
prevalence of ghost cities in China are a byproduct of these government actions. Therefore, local
government incentive to push for large volumes of land use rights sales drives up housing
quantity and lowers prices.
Land Value Appreciation
In China, land is much more valuable than the house that sits on top of it. Over the course
of the last two decades, construction costs have remained largely stable.35 On average,
construction costs make up only a third of the value of a house – the rest is land value.36 Since all
land belong to the state, local governments determine land value as they are the ones selling the
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land use rights. Thus, obligations to meet revenue targets set by the central government also
forces local governments to sell land use rights at high price levels. The extraordinary rise in
property prices observed in recent years is therefore partially in consequence of state-influenced
land value appreciation.

Literature Review
In this section, previous literature on the Chinese housing market are reviewed, with a
focus on the different methodologies used for analyzing whether a bubble exists in the current
market and the conclusions drawn from the data analysis. As discussed in the introduction, a
housing bubble exists when market prices of homes stray considerably above fundamental
values. The fundamental valuation model presented in Smith and Smith (2006) used in this paper
is explained in detail in the following section on methodology.
In Glaeser, Huang, Ma, and Shleifer (2017), the authors compare the Chinese real estate
boom with the 2007 U.S. subprime mortgage crisis by examining four aspects of housing booms
– house prices, construction, vacancies and the roles of respective governments – to measure its
severity. Several trends emerge from this study including relatively higher price growth and
vacancy rates, but the key takeaway is while there is a possibility of a real estate collapse, the
Chinese government plays a powerful role in the real estate sector and has large stakes in it. The
prevailing sentiment in China is that the property market is “too important to fall,” and the
government will do whatever it takes to prevent a housing collapse, even if it means amending
housing regulations or taking on more debt to support housing prices.37 Thus, while the authors
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observe a severe bubble in the Chinese property market, they argue it is unlikely to crash due to
large political stakes in the sector.
A lot of literature and news on the condition of China’s property market emphasize the
worrisome nature of the rapidity of housing price growth in the past decade. However, Fang, Gu,
Xiong, and Zhou (2016) views this growth in the context of household income. Based on the
analysis of the price indices they constructed for 120 large Chinese cities, the authors argue that
house prices are high but not on the verge of collapse because household income has also risen
substantially over this period.38 Fang, Gu, Xiong, and Zhou (2016) also reported price-to-income
ratios of around eight in second-tier and third-tier cities, and ten or greater in first-tier cities. The
flaw in this paper is that it assumes market prices and fundamental values are close in the
beginning of the study period, so rapid price growth indicates a bubble because market prices
increasingly deviate further from fundamental values over the course of the specified time frame.
However, market prices and fundamental values are not necessarily close in the beginning period
of the study.
Pritchett and Summers (2014) take a more macro perspective on the Chinese housing
boom and use regression to the mean to assess the health of the Chinese economy and in effect
the real estate market. Based on the theory of regression to the mean, the authors predict China’s
economic growth will slow significantly towards the mean country growth rate of two percent
and a standard deviation of two percent. They use regression to the mean to analyze China’s
economy because historical data on country-level growth rates demonstrated that the theory is
the single strongest and most empirically relevant fact about country-level growth rates. This
conclusion bodes poorly for the Chinese economy because household expectations may collapse
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when China’s GDP growth regresses to the mean. When expectations crash, house prices will as
well, which would wipe out any potential profits to be made from future house price increases
and likely leave Chinese homebuyers in massive debt.39 While regression to the mean is a
powerful economic measure, it similarly suffers from the problem of anchoring house prices to
their fundamental values; however, this methodology provides interesting insight into the
likelihood of a housing collapse in China based on analysis of past housing collapses in other
countries.
This thesis therefore seeks to add to the existing literature on assessing the “bubbliness”
of the current Chinese real estate market by using a fundamental analysis-driven approach, which
acknowledges and accounts for the issue of anchoring prices to fundamental values. Data on
matched pairs of homes in China (meaning two homes with similar characteristics such as
location, size, year constructed, floor level, etc.) where one was rented out recently and one sold
recently are used to examine whether home prices in China are above or below their fundamental
values. While previous literature have used fundamental analysis to examine the Chinese
property market, sales and rent price indices were used instead of individual matched pairs of
homes sale and rental price data. Furthermore, this paper uses updated housing data from mid
2018 to early 2019.
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Methodology
The methodology of this paper is modeled after Smith and Smith (2006) and their
perspective on what constitutes a housing bubble. Most measures of real estate frothiness involve
observing rapid price increases over a certain period40; however, Smith and Smith suggest that
high growth in property prices does not necessarily signify a bubble. Instead, rapid price growth
could imply that fundamental values are growing quickly. Alternatively, it could imply market
value of homes are significantly below fundamental values, and are therefore growing rapidly to
converge with fundamental values. The fundamental value of a home can be found by
calculating the present value of the expected future cash flows from owning the home, which is
the rent one would otherwise have to pay, net of expenses of home ownership. Therefore, a
bubble is defined as when the expected future cash flows do not justify the market prices of those
homes. While Smith and Smith’s findings did not predict the housing bubble, potentially due to
underestimation of home ownership expenses and required rate of return as noted by Christopher
Mayer, the underlying model is sound and helpful in gauging the fundamental values of housing
prices.41
Many people use comps to find whether the price of a home is justified; however, comps
only provide a snapshot of market prices people paid for in a given point in time, and fails to
inform whether prices are justified by the cash flow. Smith and Smith argue that the use of
comps is the “very mechanism by which market prices can wander far from fundamental values.
If no one is estimating fundamental value, why should anyone assume that market prices will
equal fundamental values?” Comps incorrectly assume that market prices are in line with
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fundamental values, and are therefore a poor measure for deciding whether the price of a home is
justified.
Furthermore, the use of housing price indices is oftentimes flawed because of its reliance
on aggregation for analyzing home prices. Housing location and characteristics are distinct and
sometimes not properly accounted for in price indices – for example, real value added from
remodeling over time are sometimes mistakenly factored into price appreciation. For example, in
major cities in the United States, property improvements can distort price index valuations by as
much as 15 percent.42
Even if house prices are aggregated correctly, commonly used ratio comparisons between
house price and household income or house price and rental price can be faulty as well. While
looking at price-income measures can provide insight into the affordability of homes in an area,
affordability does not necessarily correlate with nor reveal the proximity from intrinsic values of
homes. Smith and Smith backs this notion with a comparison to the Berkshire Hathaway stock,
which currently trades at $306,100 per share. Although the stock is not affordable for most
people, it can very well be worth the price. Similarly, price-rent ratios are not the best for
analyzing property bubbles because these ratios can fluctuate significantly with changes in
interest rates or expected future changes in rent growth.43
Using Smith and Smith’s methodology, this paper attempts to analyze the fundamental
values of homes in Beijing and Shanghai in the latter half of 2018 and early 2019 using home
sales data for the market prices and actual rental data as the expected future cash flows. In
addition to rental data, one must also consider other factors that affect the fundamental value of a
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home, including transaction costs, down payment, maintenance costs, property taxes, mortgage
payments, tax savings and capital gains. The fundamental value of a home can be evaluated by
the net present value (NPV) of cash flows including the initial cost:
𝑁𝑃𝑉 = 𝑋& +

𝑋(
𝑋𝑋.
𝑋0
+
+
+ ⋯+ +
(
.
(1 + 𝑅)
(1 + 𝑅)
(1 + 𝑅)
(1 + 𝑅)0

𝑋& is the initial down payment and closing costs. The subsequent cash flows represent the rent
that the owner would have to otherwise pay if he or she were renting the place instead, minus the
mortgage payment and other expenses relating to homeownership. R is the required rate of
return, which depends on the returns from alternative investments. If NPV is negative, then
renting a home is better than buying a home, which is an indicator that people are buying homes
anticipating a rise in home prices and significant future capital gains rather than buying justified
by expected rental savings in the long-term. If NPV is positive, then buying a home is more
worthwhile than renting, which indicates that home prices may be high but justified, and
therefore not a bubble.
For this paper, a six percent required rate of return is assumed for the following reasons.
First, the seven-day annualized yield has ranged from 2.3 percent to 4.8 percent in the last five
years on some of China’s largest money market funds such as Ant Financial Services Group’s
Tianhong Yu’e Bao fund and Tencent’s LingQianTong fund.44 For longer deposit periods such
as one-month or three-month, the annualized yield is even higher. Given these interest rates, a
four percent required rate of return on a money market fund for a medium term deposit period is
reasonable. However, since housing investments are significantly less liquid and an enormous
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capital commitment, a two percent risk premium is assumed like in Wu, Gyourko and Deng
(2012); this implies a six percent total required rate of return for housing investments.

Data
The data come from 链家 (“Lianjia”), one of China’s largest real estate brokerage firms.
There are two categories of data for the pair matched homes: past rental price data and past sale
price data. All of the homes are residential apartment properties, and the data span from June
2018 to February 2019. The rental and sale price information include data on location, number of
rooms, size, transaction date, price, asking price, direction, general floor level (low, middle,
high), total number of floors in building, year built and days on market between initial posting
and transaction closing.
This data can only be accessed on a mobile device through the company’s mobile app – it
is not available to the public on a desktop or laptop. To find the data, the Lianjia website requires
the user to input a Chinese cellphone number on its website login page. After inputting a Chinese
cellphone number, a confirmation code is sent to the phone number. This confirmation code must
then be inputted to the website login page. Once logged in, the both past home sales and rental
transaction data can be found under the section title “查交易”, which translates to “check past
transactions”. Filters on date of transaction, house size, location, etc. were applied to streamline
the search. Each house sale transaction and rental transaction were then manually matched based
on a number of criteria discussed below, and recorded in Microsoft Excel.
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Table 1. Beijing Matched Pairs of Homes District Breakdown
Bejing
Subdistricts Matched Pairs
Xicheng
16
67
Dongcheng
11
48
Haidian
21
182
Chaoyang
5
46
Shunyi
4
48
Tongzhou
1
13

Table 2. Shanghai Matched Pairs of Homes District Breakdown
Shanghai
Subdistricts Matched Pairs
Pudong
4
58
Xuhui
4
55
Baoshan
8
139
Putuo
5
53
Yangpu
3
25
Minhang
2
40
Changning
1
22
Jiading
1
13

The data focus on China’s two largest cities, Beijing and Shanghai. Within each city are
16 and 15 districts, respectively. Of these districts, I selected the primary districts in and
surrounding the city center. For Beijing, the selected metropolitan areas are Xicheng,
Dongcheng, Haidian, Chaoyang, Shunyi and Tongzhou. For Shanghai, they are Pudong, Xuhui,
Baoshan, Putuo, Yangpu, Minhang, Changning and Jiading. Data collected for Beijing and
Shanghai totaled 404 and 405 matched pairs of homes, respectively. The breakdown of the
matched pairs in each city can be observed in Table 1 and Table 2.
Table 3. Physical Characteristics of Housing Sample Data in Beijing and Shanghai

Beijing
Shanghai

Physical Characteristics of Housing Sample
Median
Mean
Average number Median
price/SQM
price/SQM
of rooms
SQM
$11,517
$12,446
1.75
61.50
$6,925
$7,330
1.64
55.59

Mean
SQM
69.48
60.66
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In selecting the matched pairs of homes, several conditions had to be met. Homes had to
be within the same apartment complex, which largely reduces differences in building style, age
and location. The buildings of the matched pair of apartments had to share approximately the
same number of stories, and the apartments themselves had to share the same general floor level
(low, middle or high). Matched apartments had to share the same number of bedrooms and
bathrooms, and less than 10 percent differential in square meterage. Lastly, matched apartments
had to share a common direction. There are a total of eight possible directions: north, northeast,
east, southeast, south, southwest, west, and northwest.

Analysis
The constant assumptions made for the home valuation across both Beijing and Shanghai
are as follows: 2 percent of sale price in initial closing costs, a 30-year mortgage, 6 percent
required rate of return, 1.5 percent annual maintenance costs, 2 percent sales transaction cost, 20
percent capital gains tax rate and no annual federal property tax.45
The down payment differs between first home purchase and second or more home
purchases. For first home purchases, the down payment is 30 percent whereas for second or more
home purchases, the down payment is 60 percent. Between Beijing and Shanghai, the mortgage
rates differ as well. The mortgage rate in Beijing for a first home purchase versus a second or
more home purchase is 5.5 percent and 6.0 percent, respectively. For Shanghai, the mortgage
rates are 5.0 percent and 5.25 percent, respectively.46

45
46
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Table 4. Beijing and Shanghai Housing Information on First Year Cash Flows
Table 4. Beijing & Shanghai Housing Data Analysis
First-year average annual rent
First-year average price
First-year average rent/price
First-year average cash flow w/o mortgage
First-year cash flow/price w/o mortgage
First-year average net cash flow
First-year net cash flow/price

Beijing

Shanghai

$12,316
$777,202
1.63%
$658
0.13%

$7,738
$438,033
1.89%
$1,168
0.39%

1st home
-$36,410
-4.64%

2nd home
-$21,709
-2.74%

1st home
-$18,585
-4.12%

2nd home
-$10,443
-2.26%

A variety of assumptions for the annual price and rent growth rates as well as annual
other expenses growth rate are used to account for the uncertainty of China’s housing market in
the future. While house price and rental price growth rates in China have historically been very
high in the double digits, most of this growth is attributed to the relatively recent privatization of
property, large country-wide urbanization and unprecedented economic growth. Because these
factors have already largely had their effects on the housing market, property and rental price
growth rates should and actually have already begun to slow down in the last few years.
Additionally, the Chinese government has recently been enacting policies to cool and stabilize
the property market, which is further restraining price growth going forward. Since fundamental
home valuation helps determine whether a home is worthy of buying for the long-term, slower
rental growth rates are assumed. The different price growth rate scenarios of five, three and two
percent can be observed in Table 6 and Table 7.
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Table 5. Consumer Price Index Growth Rate in China from 2006 to 2018
CPI Growth Rate in China
Year Historic Annual Inflation
2006
2.81%
2007
6.58%
2008
1.26%
2009
1.70%
2010
4.57%
2011
4.03%
2012
2.53%
2013
2.51%
2014
1.41%
2015
1.62%
2016
1.99%
2017
1.85%
2018
1.91%

Source: Inflation.eu

Furthermore, since the future of China’s property market in regards to how house prices
and rental prices will continue to fluctuate remains uncertain, the baseline assumption for price
growth rates is two percent, the average annual inflation rate based on China’s consumer price
index (CPI). Over the last decade, average annual inflation rate was 2.41 percent, and over the
last five years, 1.76 percent.
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Table 6. Beijing Housing Data Analysis
Table 6. Beijing Housing Data Analysis (404 matched pairs of homes)
1st home

2nd home

1st home

2nd home

1st home

2nd home

House Purchase
Down Payment
Closing Cost
Mortgage Rate
Mortgage Amortization (years)
Annual Price Increase

30%
2%
5.50%
30
5.00%

60%
2%
6.00%
30
5.00%

30%
2%
5.50%
30
3.00%

60%
2%
6.00%
30
3.00%

30%
2%
5.50%
30
2.00%

60%
2%
6.00%
30
2.00%

Rent and Expenses
Annual Rent Tax
Annual Maintenance
Annual Rent Increase
Annual Expenses Increase

0%
1.50%
5.00%
3.00%

0%
1.50%
5.00%
3.00%

0%
1.50%
3.00%
3.00%

0%
1.50%
3.00%
3.00%

0%
1.50%
2.00%
2.00%

0%
1.50%
2.00%
2.00%

2%
20%
6%

2%
20%
6%

2%
20%
6%

2%
20%
6%

2%
20%
6%

2%
20%
6%

5
-9.28%
2.18%
4.31%
5.89%

2
-2.56%
3.02%
4.38%
5.79%

20
-11.69%
-1.94%
1.16%
Undefined

8
-5.48%
0.29%
1.68%
Undefined

Never
-18.43%
-4.52%
-0.34%
Undefined

23
-7.12%
-1.05%
0.50%
Undefined

Required Return and Transaction Costs
Sales Transaction Costs
Capital Gains Tax
Required After-Tax Return
Results
Year that median IRR turns positive
First year median IRR
10
10year
year%median IRR
30 year median IRR
Forever median IRR

*Note: Rate of annual price increase is not considered for the infinite holding period

Table 6 shows the results for the 404 matched pairs of homes in Beijing. The first, third
and fifth columns reflect the results for first home purchases and the second, fourth and sixth
columns reflect the results for second or more home purchases.
Columns one and two show the results for five percent annual price and rental growth
rates with three percent annual other expenses growth rate. Given these assumptions, the median
IRR from purchasing a first home is negative for the first four years, and for a second home
negative for the first year. The ten-year median IRR is 2.18 percent and 3.02 percent for the first
and second home, respectively. Assuming an infinite horizon where the property is held
indefinitely and therefore house price growth rate is not taken into account, the median IRR is
5.89 percent for the first home and 5.79 percent for the second home. Median NPV for a sixtyyear time horizon is very negative for both first and second home purchases, at negative
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1,415,154 RMB and negative 1,594,002 RMB, respectively. Even with an infinite horizon, the
median NPVs for buying a first home and a second home in Beijing are negative 492,528 RMB
and negative 665,724 RMB.
Columns three and four assume three percent annual price and rental growth rates with
three percent annual other expenses growth rate. Under these assumptions, median IRR from
purchasing a first home is negative for the first 19 years, and for a second home negative for the
first seven years. The ten-year median IRR is negative 1.94 percent for the first home and barely
positive at 0.29 percent for the second home. Assuming an infinite horizon where the property is
held indefinitely, the median IRR for any number of home purchases is undefined because the
value never turns positive. The median NPVs for both the sixty-year and infinite time horizon are
very negative at around four million RMB for both the first and second home purchases. With
slower house price and rental price growth rate assumptions, the NPV is much more negative,
reflecting that people are buying homes speculating greater price growth rather than buying
because it is more worthwhile than renting.
Columns five and six use two percent annual price and rental growth rates with two
percent annual other expenses growth rate. Given these assumptions, the IRR from purchasing a
first home never turns positive, and for a second home negative for the first 22 years. The tenyear median IRR is negative 4.52 percent and negative 1.05 percent for the first and second
home, respectively. Assuming an infinite horizon where the property is held indefinitely, the
median IRR for any number of home purchases is also undefined since the value is negative.
Like the three percent price growth rates assumption, median NPV for a sixty-year time horizon
is also very negative, at negative 4,221,558 RMB for the first home and negative 4,397,705
RMB for the second. Assuming a holding period of forever, the median net present values for
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buying a first home and a second home in Beijing are negative 4,509,747 RMB and negative
4,676,943 RMB, respectively.
Table 7. Shanghai Housing Data Analysis
Table 7. Shanghai Housing Data Analysis (405 matched pairs of homes)
1st home

2nd home

1st home

2nd home

1st home

2nd home

House Purchase
Down Payment
Closing Cost
Mortgage Rate
Mortgage Amortization (years)
Annual Price Increase

30%
2%
5.00%
30
5.00%

60%
2%
5.25%
30
5.00%

30%
2%
5.00%
30
3.00%

60%
2%
5.25%
30
3.00%

30%
2%
5.00%
30
2.00%

60%
2%
5.25%
30
2.00%

Rent and Expenses
Annual Rent Tax
Annual Maintenance
Annual Rent Increase
Annual Expenses Increase

0%
1.50%
5.00%
3.00%

0%
1.50%
5.00%
3.00%

0%
1.50%
3.00%
3.00%

0%
1.50%
3.00%
3.00%

0%
1.50%
2.00%
2.00%

0%
1.50%
2.00%
2.00%

2%
20%
6%

2%
20%
6%

2%
20%
6%

2%
20%
6%

2%
20%
6%

2%
20%
6%

4
-7.44%
3.27%
4.87%
6.09%

2
-1.68%
3.72%
4.84%
6.09%

15
-13.20%
-0.92%
1.70%
3.16%

5
-4.58%
1.05%
2.17%
3.16%

28
-16.50%
-3.17%
0.27%
2.18%

13
-6.22%
-0.26%
1.02%
2.18%

Required Return and Transaction Costs
Sales Transaction Costs
Capital Gains Tax
Required After-Tax Return
Results
Year that median IRR turns positive
First year median IRR
10 year median IRR
30 year median IRR
Forever median IRR

*Note: Rate of annual price increase is not considered for the infinite holding period

Table 7 reflects the housing analysis for the 405 matched pairs of homes in Shanghai.
Compared to home prices in Beijing, Shanghai house prices are closer to fundamental values
based on the NPV approach, but still frothy. Like Beijing, the Shanghai results use the same
assumptions of five, three and two percent annual house price and rental price growth rates with
corresponding three, three and two percent growth rates for annual other expenses.
Under the assumption of five percent annual price and rental growth rates with three
percent annual other expenses growth, the median IRR from purchasing a first home is negative
for the first three years, and for a second home negative for the first year. The ten-year median
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IRR is 3.27 percent and 3.72 percent for the first and second home, respectively. Assuming an
infinite horizon where house price growth rate is not considered, the median IRR is 6.09 percent
for both the first and second or more homes, just marginally higher than the assumed six percent
expected rate of return. This means that the median NPVs for buying a first home and a second
home in Shanghai are positive, at 437,782 RMB and 310,726 RMB, respectively, assuming a
holding period of forever. However, while median NPV for whatever number of home purchases
is positive, it is only slightly positive as reflected in the median IRR which is barely above the
expected rate of return. Therefore, these results can be interpreted as essentially a breakeven
investment. Any small changes in other inputs and assumptions can result in a more significantly
positive NPV or negative NPV. Take a sixty-year time horizon, which is about 80% of the
average Chinese person’s entire lifespan, median NPV is negative 447,672 RMB and negative
560,839 RMB for the first and second homes, respectively.
Using three percent annual price, rental and other expenses growth rates, median IRR
from the first home purchase is negative for the first 14 years, and for a second home negative
for the first four years. The ten-year median IRR is negative 0.92 percent for the first home and
positive 1.05 percent for the second home. Assuming an infinite horizon where the property is
held indefinitely, the median IRR is 3.16 percent for the first home and 3.16 percent for the
second home. The median NPV for the sixty-year investment horizon for the first home is
negative 1.96 million RMB and 100,000 RMB more negative for the second home. For an
infinite time horizon, the median NPVs are negative 2.28 million for the first and similarly
100,000 RMB more negative for the second.
The last assumption of two percent annual price and rental growth rates with two percent
annual other expenses growth rate finds that median IRR from a first home purchase remains
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negative for the 27 years, and for a second home negative for the first 12 years. The ten-year
median IRR is negative 3.17 percent and negative 0.26 percent for the first and second home,
respectively. Assuming the property is held forever, the median IRR is 2.18 percent for both the
first and second homes. The median NPVs for the sixty-year and infinite investment horizon are
very negative, between two to 2.5 million for the first and second or more home purchases.
While Shanghai home NPVs are very negative, Beijing home NPVs are far more negative at
nearly twice the value of Shanghai homes.
Given these results, Beijing’s property prices and Shanghai’s property prices are both
very bubbly, with the exception of nearly breakeven median NPVs for Shanghai homes under the
assumptions of five percent annual price and rental growth rates with a three percent annual
other expenses growth rate. Even with an infinite investment horizon, home prices, assuming
closer to CPI inflation rates of two to three percent price growth rates, are far above fundamental
values. This indicates that people are purchasing homes at current price levels despite the
financially more sound decision to rent because they are anticipating continued high house price
growth and significant capital gains.

Discussion
The results from this analysis confirm largely what previous literature have concluded –
that the major Chinese housing markets of Beijing and Shanghai appear to be in a bubble, where
market prices are significantly above fundamental values. Given China’s government incentive
structures and nascent financial system, these findings do not come as much of a surprise. Since
these results reinforce the perspective that Beijing and Shanghai are in a housing bubble, it is
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crucial to understand the consequences of a potential housing bubble collapse, even though many
may argue that China’s real estate sector is too important to fall.
Cracks have already appeared in parts of the Chinese housing sector, as evidenced by the
widely reported ghost cities throughout the country. Continued wasteful construction by Chinese
local governments could exacerbate the situation of ghost cities. If the Chinese economy slows
significantly and household incomes drop, demand for housing, especially in smaller cities, will
decline and lead to more cases of ghost cities. Furthermore, if household incomes drop, Chinese
homeowners’ mortgage payments will become much more burdensome, as price-to-income
ratios in these major Chinese cities are already very high. In the scenario that a major price
correction occurs, local government financing ability will also be adversely impacted, which in
turn further impairs economic growth. Additionally, if the housing sector becomes a less
attractive form of investment, capital outflows may occur as investors consider foreign
investment opportunities, especially as China embraces economic liberalization.47 Due to the
sheer size of the Chinese economy and especially interconnected nature of the economy,
government and real estate sector, a housing price correction can set off a vicious cycle
culminating in a major economic downturn like the 2007-2008 financial crisis.
Although the possible consequences of a housing crash in China are frightening and
likely to reverberate throughout the world, it is important to note that this is a worst case
scenario. While rapid house price increases and the observed bubble characteristics demonstrated
by fundamental analysis are understandably worrying, this does not capture the entire China
picture – China is still a developing country with a nascent housing market and a recently
liberalized financial market. In the development stage, there is greater volatility in markets and a
47
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lot can go wrong; however, greater volatility and uncertainty (compared to in developed
countries) are natural in this stage because markets have yet to stabilize. Thus, while the data
findings of this thesis provide useful insight into how bubbly the Beijing and Shanghai housing
markets currently are, one weakness of this approach is that property regulatory changes can
alter the fundamental value of homes. Since the Chinese housing market is still evolving, the
Chinese government will continue to tinker with different housing regulations in an attempt to
develop and stabilize the market, as they have done so in the recent past. Examples of recent
housing regulatory changes include the recent hikes in down payment requirement rates, as well
as the Shanghai and Chongqing pilot property tax schemes introduced in 2011 on certain types of
properties.48,49 Thus, while the results found in the above data analysis section provides helpful
information on the degree of market frothiness currently in the Beijing and Shanghai housing
markets, it is crucial to bear in mind that future regulatory changes, such as a nationwide rollout
of annual property taxes, may have on housing fundamentals.

Conclusion
The Chinese housing market has been of international concern since the early 2000s, as
housing prices have grown precipitously alongside a robust economy. The main causes that
fueled the housing boom on the demand-side for housing include the privatization of housing in
the late 1990s, a robust and urbanizing economy, lack of alternative investment opportunities, a
strong culture of homeownership and strict housing regulations. On the supply-side of housing,

48
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the main drivers were local governments’ push for land sales and their strategic selling of land
leading to significant land value appreciation. In chapter three, the paper examines previous
literature for the various methodologies used to determine the existence of a housing bubble, and
delves into the fundamental analysis method presented by Smith and Smith (2006), which serves
as the underlying model for this thesis. Chapter four then uses the matched pairs of home price
data in Beijing and Shanghai to analyze the current state of the two housing markets. The
findings reveal that both cities are bubbly, and specifically Beijing more so than Shanghai with
current housing prices. Given the existence of bubbles in these two major cities based on the
fundamental analysis, potential ramifications of a Chinese housing bubble collapse are explored
in the discussion section.
Future directions of research would include delving into how closely the real estate sector
is tied to China’s shadow banking sector, which has similarly seen an explosion in growth in
recent years. As housing prices and household debt, particularly mortgage debt, has risen
substantially, it would be interesting to examine how large a role shadow banking plays in
facilitating mortgage lending. While lending standards are stricter in China than they were in the
U.S. preceding the housing bubble burst in 2008, it is less clear if the same lending standards
apply with shadow banks in China.
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